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Abstract

Contained below are two sets of program notes. The first set, §1, is what would actually be
printed in the program of a concert featuring 33.4 Billones de Gramos de Sonido (33.4 Billones).
The second set,§2, is a detailed analysis of the work. The content of §2 is intended to be viewed
at the curious leisure of a listener who chooses to follow the link provided in §1 for a detailed
understanding of the compositional process.

1 Printed in the Program

Although 33.4 Billones was composed for two performers, it was written for an ensemble of three
instruments: Soprano, Trumpet, and El Tanque. The magnificent acoustic universe of El Tanque
is activated, explored, and celebrated by the voice and trumpet. In the same way a composer
might ask a violinist to play with the bow over the finger board (sul tasto) or near the bridge (sul
ponticello), the space of the tank is treated as the strings and the voice and trumpet as the bow.
The position of these sound generators, the direction they are directing their sound, and the nature
of their interactivity is all designed to express the full range of expression and virtuosity El Tanque
is capable of. Listen as if you are submerged in a universe of hyper-magnified acoustic interaction,
where sound replaces light as the dominant source of sensory information and detail. See the world
that is El Tanque with your ears. For an analytical discussion of the piece and a recording, please
visit my soundcloud page at www.soundcloud.com/evan11235813 or scan the QR-code.

Waveform of 33.4 Billones

QR-code that links to www.soundcloud.com/evan11235813
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2 Analytical Program Notes

As the printed program note §1 suggests, the artistic purpose of 33.4 Billones is to demonstrate
the full acoustic potential and virtuosity of the 33,400,000,000 cm3 renovated petroleum storage
tank/musical instrument, know as El Tanque.1 To do this, I did a preliminary study of how a space
like El Tanque might respond to various types of acoustic activation. With this knowledge in hand,
and possible performance techniques to experiment with, I traveled to Tenerife with three other
wonderful Royal Academy of Music composition students and Simon Bainbridge. We each explored
the acoustic possibilities El Tanque offered, and how those possibilities resonated with our own
æsthetic sensibilities. This was our method of creation, a collaborative effort with the performers,
other composers, and the others involved in the project through the conservatory in Tenerife.

2.1 Performance Techniques

My first task when arriving in the tank for the first time was to measure the reverberation time and
try and detect the resonant frequencies of the space. I found the reverberation time to be on the order
of 15 seconds for sounds of a reasonable volume. Using a spectral analysis of a recording of a loud
hand-clap made in the space, I was able to find that there were two particularly predominant resonant
frequencies that emerged from the noisy clap source. These two frequencies were f1 = 1287.6Hz
(≈E6) and f2 = 1360.8Hz (≈F6). The harmonic, and thus melodic, material of 33.4 Billones was
derived entirely from the interaction and juxtaposition of these two pitches and their harmonic series.

My next step was to explore the way in which the direction of sound production altered the
perception of the sound. Because the space is so large, there is an easily detectable time delay
between two sources placed on either end of a diameter. This delay, ≈ 0.15 seconds allowed for
techniques that controlled the ratio of direct-sound to reverberation perceived by the listener, as well
as the timing each kind of sound was heard. The methods of articulating this causal manipulation
involve using the geometry of El Tanque as a means to direct the progression of sound development.
Accordingly, five directional techniques were developed, each designed to uniquely articulate the
sonic environment. These techniques are enumerated in Table 2.1.1. Each of these techniques were

Direction/Technique Sonic Result
Sound into wall Direct-sound is entirely obscured, only rever-

beration is heard
Sound parallel to wall Direct-sound circulates along the wall, rever-

beration accumulates throughout the space
Sound into space Direct-sound is perceived directly, along with

reverberation accumulation
Sound upward Direct-sound is heard as a 1st-order reflection

from the roof, reverberation is perceived first
Spin while playing Creates a combination of into-wall, parallel,

and into-space perceptions. An oscillation be-
tween Direct-sound and reverberation is per-
ceived

Table 2.1.1: The Directional Techniques in 33.4 Billones.

utilized in 33.4 Billones in a coordinated way with the location of the two performers. The locations
of the two performers is carefully choreographed throughout the piece, to highlight different aspects
of the nature of El Tanque’s sound. Perhaps the most interesting of the locations is location A,

1The volume of El Tanquewas calculated by measuring the radius (≈ 25 meters) and the height (≈ 17 meters) and
V = π(17m)(25m)2.
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where the trumpet begins the piece from. Location A is not inside the main cylindrical structure of
El Tanque, but instead is in the tunnel that leads into the space. The emergence of the trumpet’s
sound being both distant and reverberant is a truly unique sound, and one, that when discovered in
experimentation with the performers, immediately became the basis of the formal structure of 33.4
Billones.

2.2 Form and Music

Formally, the piece has a loose-ternary form. The opening section consists of the trumpet slowly
entering El Tanque while the voice murmurs, sounding into the wall, to generate the fundamental
acoustic environment. The trumpet, upon reaching the threshold of the interior space, calls to the
singer, and the listener hears the first forte, spatialized gesture. The second section explores various
movements of the performers, directions of sound production, and location interaction. This section
culminates in the climax of 33.4 Billones where the trumpet plays the E and F 12-note harmonic
series-ordered scales repetitively as the singer soars repeatedly between E and F, and D and G. The
final section mirrors the opening, only with the vocalist leaving the space along the same path the
trumpet took in. The trumpet calls from the beginning are heard again, although very quietly and
in a distorted, broken manner.

The use of simple, repetitive melodic fragments was both an æsthetic and pragmatic choice.
Pragmatically, because this piece is performed without a conductor, and the performers move fre-
quently, it helps to give them the time to respond musically to each other. Æsthetically, these
repeated melodic gestures created a glorious, constructive resonance in the space. They blossomed
from pianissimo whispers into massive harmonic reverberations that obscured the individual sound
production. This transitional effect is so stunning, and that its caused by the particularly long
reverberation time is so unique, that it seemed right to make it the heart of 33.4 Billones.

Unlike many of my other pieces which use physics not just as a means to generate material, but as
a justification for the nature of the material, 33.4 Billones seeks simply to demonstrate the beautiful
acoustic properties of a unique instrument. Scientific methods were used, both in the preliminary
work before arriving in Tenerife, and while composing the piece itself. However, these processes are
neither central to the general understanding or the analytical understanding of this piece. In a way,
33.4 Billones is a kind of improvisation. It was written, rehearsed, and performed within the span
of 3 days. The act of composition took place in a beautiful cafe situated within and adjacent to the
Auditorio de Tenerife. This building, the view, the smell, the sounds that were unavoidable during
the time I wrote this piece are infused within the music as much as the unique and haunting quality
of El Tanque. 33.4 Billones is a piece about beauty, about the nature of beauty and the exploration
of it, both personally and sonically.
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